DAINESE D-Saddle Bag
- Deluxe main compartment with 240 cubic inches of expansion volume
- Sleek streamlined design for optimal air flow
- 2" expansion zippers for extra storage
- Integrated rain hood
- Heated-resistant silicone impregnated bottoms
- Textured neoprene non-slip pad for paint protection
- Universal web mounting system for secure fitment
- Add OGIO Tail Bag for a complete rear bag bike set
- Capacity 22-30.3L

We all know Dainese goes all out when they make their products and this is one I can concur with. I
don’t work for any of these companies; I just said I would do a review when I got these. Shipping took
about a week to get from purchase to delivery, unfortunately I have kids and I don’t ride on the days I
have them (safety and I have to have two car seats lol)
These saddle bags have been pretty amazing in usage for my daily commute to and from work which is
about 45 minutes one way. I have these mounted on a 15 BMW S1000RR Premium model and they have
changed how I transport items to work. On a daily commute my pockets are usually full of items and I
carry a messenger bag or backpack with my work paperwork and computer, plus lunch box, shoes and
clothes for the gym. This was tedious to wear with a jacket or chest plate protector on way to work and
the roads are so crappy here that the bag shifts some when turning or lane changing.
Mount location: I have an eBay $30 fender eliminator on my bike with aftermarket LED lights. I use this
area plus the passenger peg posts to put the tie down straps. Taking the rear seat off allows me to put
the over lapping Velcro straps on the bike and allows for a secondary securing spot to keep the bags
from shifting if they do. The bags are held in with snap buckles that have a pretty good hold connection
for what is being used.
Aligning these up where the smaller angle points rearward allows it to clear the exhaust muffler and
gives you much better access while on the bike.
Bags: These have a very rugged construction to them with the heat resistant bottom layer that seems to
work had not tightened one side down enough causing it to rest on the muffler. They had no burn marks
or issues when i got home and noticed this. They do have an expanding feature to allow what looks like
an additional 2" in width to accommodate more items. I use this for my 13" Dell work laptop to fit with
some wiggle room. This does fit a lot of items in the main compartment along with side zip section that
hold all documents or smaller pocket items. I do throw my work badge and keys in there and when I get
to our badge in gate, I ca easily reach back, unzip the side compartment and pull out my badge with no
issues or having to get off the bike. There have been times at a stoplight i needed to get in the main
compartment and without getting off the bike, I can reach back, unzip get what I need and close it all
within a few seconds.
Removal: the bags are easily removed from the buckles and bike, and I just leave the mounting straps in
place, they don’t seem to interfere with the bike when I tight them up to keep out of the muffler or
lights area.
Overall: With as much as I carry to work, these bags have been a great investment. I haven’t had any
issues with shifting of the bags or the items in the bags. It hasn't interfered with any performance issues
or even at high speeds on interstate to cause any wind shift of extra lean from the weight of the items in
the bag. I hope if you all need any you would look at these for your purchase.

